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Duality and Love 

It seems the more I become more 

observant of what is going on around me 

the clearer I see what is happening and 

why.  We are immersed in the reality of 

duality, where love has been replaced or 

overlaid with positive or negative aspects 

of duality.  To get your bearings right 

about love, just remember love is 

unconditional and non-judging.  Now try 

living by those virtues of love and watch 

the vultures start circling.  It’s so true that 

those who choose to live from the 

perspective of love are destroyed by the 

system of duality.  Yet it does not have to 

be this way and it was never meant to be.  Duality is based upon fear where we view the world as being 

things separate from ourselves rather than through the eyes of love, where we see how we are 

connected to all that exists. 

Duality is not necessarily a bad thing; the problems associated with it are a result of those disconnected 

from infinite love and thus have no empathy for others.  The people who are driving the SYSTEM have 

no empathy and it is not about a few enslaving humanity, there are a lot of people doing it at various 

levels.  They don’t mind being a slave so long as they get enough money to have all the best the world 

has to offer, and then their actions of enslaving others have no consequence to them, because of what it 

provides them.  In truth it is not about love at all it is all about fear, masked by the idea of love.  Love is 

unconditional and where you see conditions thus rules it is not love, but fear.  Slavery has been masked 

as being normal as everyone is involved in it, whether they realize it or not.  It simply has taken on 

different forms over time, but predominate aspect of fear. 

Thus it is self evident that all law is based on fear and freedom is based upon love.  It does not get any 

simpler than that.  Yet the programming of fear in our lives is incredible.  The television has to be the 

most effective method of mind control ever created, because it spews all aspects of fear and its 

companion fiction at you while maintaining a 30 Hz flicker rate which puts you into an alpha state.  So 

when step outside you see the same system of control dominating everything you do and don’t question 

it.  In fact as I mentioned above, the SYSTEM allows for about 1% of the population to gain immense 

benefits from enslaving humanity.  The corporate structures we are slaves too, siphon the real wealth of 

humanity into the hands of the few, leaving a lot of people very poor in comparison.  In some African 

Countries of course this ratio may be 1 out of thousand as they do not let enough money circulate in the 

economy to allow for jobs.  This of course is a joke, because the money is created out of thin air to begin 

with and there should never be a lack of money.  Money is a control system of fear. 
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Love is when we see each other as being one.  In a relationship you see your partner as a being part of 

you extending your perceptions and abilities to explore the world and be one with each other.  Love 

does not have boundaries and thus it this sense of connection extends to all people and forms of life.  

What tends to happen though is people forget who they are once again and fall out of love and see the 

relationship(s) to gaining access to the things they want from the world and thus people and life become 

things rather than a knowing of connectedness and one.  When someone dies we are close to a part of 

us goes with them, that expression of life gone forever from us.  What is also going on with our auric 

fields is that they are easily attuned to each other’s range of frequencies, which correlates to seeing the 

world in similar ways and a want to share similar kinds of experiences.  If we grow spiritually at the same 

rate the auric fields tend to keep the relative same frequency range, dropping the lower frequencies in 

favor of more joy and bliss frequencies.  As we know a 50% divorce rate or higher in some places, 

indicates that those we hold and cherish till death do us part is not really working.  It simply means that 

one individual out grew the other and no longer seeks similar experiences, which leads to all kinds of 

control issues from the one who has not grown as fast. 

 

The main reason this happens is ego.  Ego gets in the way of growth, mainly because of the control 

structure of the system.  It implies that one must be the alpha instinctually and that marriage is a 

contract not an expression of love.  Love has no need for marriage or any form of contract.  This is done 

in many cultures to set the ego up for the man usually as the head of the house and thus the ruler over 

his family, which is not love.  This format of course is emphasized through Television and media in 

general.  They steal away the essence of love once you enter the contract of marriage.  By the way who 

has the authority to marry anyone anyways? 
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The structure of duality goes something like this: 

Free will is expressed as two trees, one being the Tree of Knowledge and the other being the 

Tree of Life.  The Tree of Knowledge is all about mind and the Tree of Life is all about Love.  In 

fact both trees exist and it is natural for us to take the fruit from each, not just the fruit that 

LORD God wanted us to take which was from the Tree of Life in Genesis 3.  In essence LORD God 

was about unbalance where as in truth we have both a mind and heart, which gives us balance.  

Love allows us to see all that exists and comes from the stillness within us giving us all knowing.  

Knowledge allows us to create from our knowing with wisdom and love so that all remains in 

balance.  Because LORD God is a parasite he needs to create imbalances within us to get us to 

obey him in absence of knowledge or love.  This of course is within the context of the bible but it 

is self evident that expressions of love are shut off in favor of expressions of fear, which creates 

the foundation of control. 

There is a break created in the structure of free will by the control system to favor mind over 

love and thus fear.  It could go the other way as well, leaving only love without mind and thus 

unaware people thinking they are in the Garden of Eden, unable to discern for themselves.  Thus 

everywhere you look within the system you see an unnatural flow of energy directed to the 

enslavers, rather than a symbiotic balance of flow for all, thus no secrets and no controls and all 

share in the benefits and failures of what we do together.  The enslavers have insulated 

themselves from all the consequences of what they do to everyone and reap all the benefits 

from what humanity creates. 

The control system itself is based upon the 

simple structure of worship.  It is all about 

giving our power away to others and unseen 

entities, rather than taking responsibility for 

our situation in life and doing what we can 

to resolve it in a way that is beneficial for us 

and all those around us.  Instead worship is 

the release of fear energy that gives the 

adrenalin rush to those we direct our energy 

too.  This is could be simply cheering on our 

favorite team at a sports event and booing 

the other team, but in each case we are 

giving our energy away.  Remember we give 

life and it is where we focus our attention 

onto that energy flows.  The positive and 

negative aspects of the energy we send out is inconsequential in terms of giving our power 

away.  The game of duality is about creating unbalance within duality to siphon off the energy.  

The parasites prefer the negative based energy, but will take both as you are directing it towards 

them and thus it only matters that you give them your attention to give them your life.  When 

you are in fear you are directing your energy away from you.  To care about a meaningless 
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sports event where people are dying from starvation and curable diseases, would you not think 

that paying attention to that would give life to those that are dying rather than who wins a 

meaningless game? 

Yes without worship the system would fall apart fast.  Thus the secondary aspect to fear is 

fiction and titles are created to entice your belief that some people who have titles behind their 

names in fiction are better than you and/or have authority over you and thus you must obey 

and give them your attention. How many people die each year in hospitals from treatments 

rather than cures, because they believe the doctors know how to help them?  It is beyond 

comprehension just how many ways we are enticed in giving away our power and thus life 

giving energy to people in improvable and laughable authority.  Our Ancient cultures and 

civilization are full of stories of worshiping the Gods.  What we worshiped in the past is not what 

we worship today, but the same idea exists.  Some worship money more than anything else. 

Duality in its Genesis is not broken at all; 

it is simply the unnatural application of 

duality through ego that creates 

imbalances.  Because we give life via our 

attention or rather focus of 

consciousness on something, we become 

a parasites dream come true.  Either we 

focus our energy on life or we focus it on 

building the manufactured reality of 

death.  It is by only mind and mind 

control that they allow us to express 

ourselves.  Mind has imagination, but no knowing as that comes from love.  Thus mind is based 

upon fear and fiction and runs rampant in trying to be Number 1 all the time.  Winning is 

everything as loosing means death and Hell.  That is the only duality that the mind is allowed to 

know.  If you are a success and thus a highly talented slave or good enslaver you win over those 

who are not.  You are made to believe that you are the best and there is a never ending 

competition for your spot, should you fail in your duties as a enslaver or slave, it is all fear based. 

The legal system is by far the pinnacle of fear and ego.  It is completely corrupt and designed completely 

to enslave all those who go before it in fear and fiction.  If you approach it from truth and love you are 

untouched by it as they cannot see truth or comprehend love.  It is all about the idea that you must be 

judged as you do not know who you are and thus you are within the illusion of fear.  You are attracting 

them too you by fear and its fear that they seek.  If you have no fear, you don’t express it to them and 

thus they move onto other prey.  Prisons are designed to extract more of your life force, via force than 

you would ever give outside of prison.  In truth prisons are giant fear energy suckers where your health 

is affected in many ways as you slowly die in there, mentally, physically and spiritually.  It is not a happy 

place to be.  Fear leads you to a prison while love balanced with knowledge leads to freedom. 
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To really see what I am talking about here take a look at the Titles that Judges use.  They go by, Your 

Honor, meaning no one else has any Honor. How about Your Worship, does that title hit home for you?  

Then there is My Master as what some courts are now using in Alberta.  Oh then there is Jesus who will 

judge the Living and the dead eh, never mind the fact he states he is the Morning Star and thus Lucifer.  

Judges are to judge the facts, not the truth people.  Although the truth will set you free, maybe, it is 

mainly how you handle yourself and stop all incursions in laying charges against fictions they try to make 

you a surety for.  Yes I guess they need a surety, which if you buy into that title they are quite happy to 

extract life from you. 

Predominantly the best source of fear based energy they can get is from young children before they hit 

puberty.  We are taught to raise our children within a world of fear and fiction.  They are traumatized at 

birth in some cases with a whack on the rear end to get them to start breathing, rather than letting 

them naturally come about it on their own.  We teach them all kinds of fairy tales about life, trying to 

hide the brutal reality of what we are involved with.  Thus Santa Clause (Satan Clause), Tooth Fairy, Story 

Books, Television and on and on it goes.  It is all about immersing them in fiction and we call it love.  

Imagine if we told them truth about reality and showed them how to think for themselves and be 

responsible for their actions.  Instead we judge and punish them for things that they do bad as they 

learned to do from the fiction/fear based reality we immersed them into.  By age 3 most of their 

programming is done and by age 7 their personalities are developed to the point where they have been 

fully indoctrinated into this fear based reality and ego structures. 

Yes we do all the work for the slave masters 

thinking we are doing it out of love.  What a 

mind control thing eh?  We have children 

wrapping their bodies with dynamite and 

chanting death to Israel etc.  We have 

children being told that their Religion is the 

best and the true way to heaven.  All kinds of 

ways we create separation from each other.  

When I graduated from school and drove taxi 

for the first time, it took me over a month to 

get use to being around strangers.  I was 

afraid of other people and what they might 

do to me.  Even to this day I talk to people 

and a lot of people hold fear over other 

people and say they would never drive Taxi out of fear of what others might do to them etc.  Yet we will 

go to large sports events and worship players, teams and sing a National Anthem energizing fiction and 

the parasites behind it all. 

It is really a path people have chosen I think, for the evidence is very clear that the fear based reality is a 

complete fraud.  Although people acknowledge this who come across this realization, the fear 

programmed within them paralyzes a lot of people from going up against the system and taking 

responsibility for their lives.  Death is the ultimate fear held by people and they are given the illusion 
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that there is a heaven and hell, when in fact there is neither as we are infinite love.  Heaven and Hell are 

brought into sharp focus here on earth; where the wealthy live in a utopia on earth will the many live in 

a Hell on earth.  War is by far the instrument of terror.  It is fine if you are not being bombed, but if you 

are there is no justice, thus war is played out from a lop sided way with those committed to war having 

overwhelming strength/ego to do so, versus those they wish to enslave and steal from.  

When we ascend it is really going to be about bringing love back into duality.  It means our bodies will 

change and our perspective of everything will change.  We will have the power within us to create once 

again.  I see two types of ascension possible one of mind and one of love.  Those caught up in fear will 

end up moving along with the parasites for a while longer and those who can hold themselves in love, 

will bring back balance and truth within themselves.  Mind will no longer dominate those who go into 

love and thus will be free of this mind based prison forever.  It is probably why there is so much mind 

control being foisted upon us all at this time as when we transcend this reality into a love based reality 

of duality they die, because we will no longer be focusing our attention and thus energy on them, but 

rather focusing it on creating balanced systems of infinite potential and love.   

Love is unconditional and they can’t handle 

unconditional love as all must be judged, thus they die 

as they can’t access what we are putting out.  Is this a 

bad thing?  Not really, because fear is an illusion it is a 

dream of life upon which our dream has become a 

nightmare for us to experience within.  When we wake 

up and we will; the dream goes away and we become 

one and whole again with all of creation.  Fear does not 

create; it forms from what is already present.   Thus it 

us that are eternal that are free to create while the fear 

fades away into nothing, which is where it originates 

from, nothing.  The idea that we working to better our 

souls is also a misnomer I think.  We are love and by love we can create realities of all kinds to 

experience within.  I think what we are doing though is creating a four dimensional reality from which 

we can explore through via our mind to infinity.  To understand mind we have to be immersed within it 

and knowing fear is perhaps a gift we gave ourselves so we could create love within the mind/body 

consciousness reality.  The subconscious creates the dream for our eyes to see, it is by our third eye that 

we see how it all fits together as one. 

Duality is formed from the creation of one truth.  It is an illusion imprinted upon the truth so one may 

dream of another reality or possibility from one, yet it is still just a dream and illusion.  We wake up 

when we see it as all being one. 

These are just some of my thoughts. 
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